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OBJECTIVES There is growing interest in
multi-source, multi-level feedback for measur-
ing the performance of health care profes-
sionals. However, data are often unbalanced
(e.g. there are different numbers of raters for
each doctor), uncrossed (e.g. raters rate the
doctor on only one occasion) and fully nested
(e.g. raters for a doctor are unique to that
doctor). Estimating the true score variance
among doctors under these circumstances is
proving a challenge.

METHODS Extensions to reliability and
generalisability (G) formulae are introduced to
handle unbalanced, uncrossed and fully nested
data to produce coefficients that take into
account variances among raters, ratees and
questionnaire items at different levels of analy-
sis. Decision (D) formulae are developed to
handle predictions of minimum numbers of
raters for unbalanced studies. An artificial
dataset and two real-world datasets consisting of
colleague and patient evaluations of doctors are
analysed to demonstrate the feasibility and
relevance of the formulae. Another indepen-

dent dataset is used for validating D predictions
of G coefficients for varying numbers of raters
against actual G coefficients. A combined G
coefficient formula is introduced for estimating
multi-sourced reliability.

RESULTS The results from the formulae
indicate that it is possible to estimate reliability
and generalisability in unbalanced, fully nested
and uncrossed studies, and to identify extrane-
ous variance that can be removed to estimate
true score variance among doctors. The
validation results show that it is possible to
predict the minimum numbers of raters even if
the study is unbalanced.

DISCUSSION Calculating G and D coeffi-
cients for psychometric data based on feed-
back on doctor performance is possible even
when the data are unbalanced, uncrossed and
fully nested, provided that: (i) variances are
separated at the rater and ratee levels, and
(ii) the average number of raters per ratee
is used in calculations for deriving these
coefficients.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to explore how reliability,
generalisability and decision studies can handle the
growing number of psychometric designs used in
professional performance assessment studies where it
is not possible to control for balanced, crossed and
non-nested aspects as a result of, for instance, doctors
seeing varying numbers of patients or not having the
same set of colleagues who are familiar with their
work. Unless rigorous and robust techniques can be
found in such situations, it will not be possible to
assure doctors or regulatory bodies that assessment
outcomes are reliable in the context of non-repeated
ratings given by raters and different numbers of
raters per person rated (‘ratee’). Identifying doctors
for whom feedback on their professional practice or
performance suggests a need for further scrutiny or
enhanced personal development on the basis of
‘under-performance’ will depend on showing that
the data are sufficiently reliable in the first place for
these purposes, especially in terms of there being
sufficient numbers of raters.

Generalisability (G) theory quantifies possible
sources of rater and item variance to obtain a
measure of the reliability of obtained subject scores,
especially when it is not possible to repeat the
measurements.1,2 The two main aims of G theory are
to identify the discriminating ability of the test and
to integrate this with the reproducibility of the
result. Both depend on identifying and removing
any extraneous variance that affects the true scores
of ratees. Classical G theory (and the associated G
coefficient) attempts to quantify this extraneous
variance in two ways: by assuming that the same
raters are used for all ratees (a balanced and
unnested design), and by assuming that it is possible
to repeat the measurement for the same ratee (a
crossed design). Together, these provide estimates
of rater and item interpretation variance that can
be removed to result in true score differences
between ratees. The outcome of a G study is a G
coefficient that provides confidence that, if the test
is repeated with different ‘universes’ of raters and
ratees, similar results will be returned. For instance,
G = 0.80 is the accepted level of reliability in typical
professional assessment studies,2 implying that 80%
of the variation is caused by real differences between
ratees, with the remainder attributable to other
sources. However, reproducibility may be compro-
mised if the discriminating ability is not achieved as
a result of the unbalanced, uncrossed and fully
nested aspects of the design. There is currently very

little knowledge of how to amend classical G theory
to take into account these confounding aspects.

Decision (D) studies calculate the minimum num-
ber of raters or items required for a generalisable
outcome.1,3 For instance, if a balanced design
returns a G coefficient of 0.90 with a certain fixed
number of raters per ratee, a D study may show
that it is still possible to achieve a respectable 0.80
G coefficient with some reduced number of raters
per ratee. D studies depend on a balanced design
to allow for experimentation with smaller or larger
numbers of raters per ratee and so help determine
the effect on the G coefficient. It is currently not
clear how to amend D theory to cope with
unbalanced studies.

Classical G and D studies use variance (squared
standard deviation [SD]) as the main component of
analysis. Alternative methods to G exist for esti-
mating true variance for unbalanced studies.
Crossley et al.4,5 recommend calculating a ‘true’
score as an ‘observed score’ (the mean score) plus
or minus the standard error of measurement (SEM)
multiplied by 1.96. A traditional ANOVA approach to
calculating true score variance is to determine
whether the mean scores of all ratees are equal and
to partition any variances into different components
(‘means model’). However, traditional ANOVA

requires a balanced design so that each rater’s
score for a ratee is compared (sums of squares [SS]
approach) with the equivalent rater’s score for
another ratee (e.g. rater 1 for ratee X with rater 1
for ratee Y; rater 2 for ratee X with rater 2 for ratee
Y, etc.). If ‘cell’ sizes are unequal, the resulting SS
will no longer partition by rater, by ratee and by
item. If the data are culled by, for example,
limiting the raters to a fixed number to achieve a
balanced design, useful data for doctors with more
than this fixed number of raters might be excluded
in the variance calculations.

Extensions to traditional ANOVA have been proposed
for dealing with this problem, including assuming a
fixed, independent effect (a variable measured with-
out error, which is not possible for many psycho-
metric measurements including the case studies
discussed here) and regarding cells as independent
groups, the means of which deviate with the effect
(‘effects model’). However, all such methods must
guard against cells with large numbers of raters
influencing cells with small numbers of raters when
the amount of imbalance is high. Introducing
weighted means (i.e. means weighted by sample size)
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adds another layer of complexity and ambiguity to
the study.

urGENOVA
6 adopts statistical methods derived from

Henderson7 for estimating random (i.e. not fixed)
effects variance components using the analogous-
ANOVA procedure (also called Henderson’s Method 1)
based on SS. Introducing random effects allows the
analysis to generalise away from the actual raters
and ratees used in the study and to make inferences
about the ‘universe’ of raters and ratees. However,
under a random-effects approach questionnaire items
may have to be considered independently of one
another, which is not the case for typical psychomet-
ric studies. In addition, urGENOVA is difficult to
program4 and, to handle missing data, special
nested-effect control cards must be used. Finally, all
these alternative approaches to variance cannot
generate D predictions in a naturalistic way for
unbalanced studies. The lack of D predictions can
lead to a lack of confidence that a sufficient number
of raters has been achieved in unbalanced designs for
reliable assessments of doctor performance.

This paper presents revisions to existing reliability
and G formulae, as well as new formulae for D
studies, for use by researchers involved with unbal-
anced, uncrossed and fully nested designs. To
help readers understand the formulae and their
applicability, two datasets resulting from actual,
multi-sourced feedback evaluations of doctors are
analysed later in the paper, together with fully
worked examples (‘Case Studies’ section). A small
artificial dataset (also unbalanced, uncrossed and
fully nested) is used in the ‘Methods’ section to
help readers interpret the formulae as they are
introduced.

METHODS

Reliability

Cronbach’s alpha8 is widely adopted as a statistic for
checking the reliability (also called ‘internal
consistency reliability’) of psychometric instruments
(questionnaires) and is classically9 defined as:

a ¼ n

n� 1
1�

Pn
i¼1 r2

Yi

r2
X

� �
ð1Þ

where n is the number of questionnaire items, r2
X is

the variance (squared SDs) of the total set of item
scores, and r2

Y is the variance of item i. If all items

have identical scores (all r2
Y are equal), then

r2
X = n2 r2

Y so that a = 1. The alpha formula
measures ‘true variance’ as given by individual
items as a proportion of total variance across all
items. The formula can be alternatively stated using
standard variance components:

a ¼ n� �a

ð�vi þ ðn� 1Þ � �aÞ ð2Þ

where �a is the average of all covariances between the
items and �vi is the average variance across all items.
Covariance is a measure of the amount by which
each item varies in accordance with another item.
However, Formula 2 does not account for repeated
measurements of the same subject by varying
numbers of non-overlapping raters.2,10 A revised
measure of questionnaire reliability at the unag-
gregated (U) level (i.e. the rater level) can be
estimated if Formula 2 is supplemented with the
average rater variance �vr as a source of measure-
ment error:

aU ¼
n� �a

ð�vi þ ðn� 1Þ � �aþ �vrÞ
ð3Þ

Consider the artificial data in Table 1, where
Formula 3 returns 0.59 (worked example) and
Formula 2 would return 0.76. In other words, adding
average rater variance explicitly as an error takes into
account the fact that all raters are different and has
the overall effect of reducing the reliability produced
by classical alpha.

Generalisability

Generalisability (G theory) extends classical reliability
by dealing with the problem of multiple sources of
variance and error.3 The G formula calculates the G
coefficient as:

G ¼ tv

tov
¼ tv

tvþ ev
ð4Þ

where tv is true score variance and tov is total score
variance, which in turn is tv plus any error score
variance ev. For instance, Crossley et al.2 provide the
following formula for calculating a general reliability
coefficient R for a single observation in a fully crossed
assessment (i.e. all raters see all ratees and use the
same items):

R ¼ va

va þ v0 þ vc þ va�o þ va�c þ vo�c þ va�o�c

ð5Þ
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where va is the ratee variance (true variance), vo is the
rater variance, vc is the item variance and the other
terms signify variance interactions and residuals
between ratees and raters, ratees and items, raters
and items, and ratees by raters by items. However,
these interactions can only be confidently estimated if
raters rate more than one doctor and ratees are rated
by the same raters.

A further complication is that the analysis must
operate at two levels: unaggregated and aggregated.
At the unaggregated level, the data consist of all the
ratings given by raters. The number of samples at
this level (the number of records in the database)
equals the number of raters. At the aggregated level,
the data consist of ratings received by ratees, or the

mean of all raters’ scores (the number of records
equals the number of ratees).

To calculate G coefficients in such situations, For-
mulae 6 and 7 are adapted from Formulae 4 and 5
for the unaggregated (U) and aggregated (A) data,
respectively:

GU ¼
tv

tov
¼ �vr þ �vi

�vr þ �vi þ ð�vr � �viÞ
ð6Þ

where the average rater and item variances from
Formula 3 are reused but their interaction is now
included as a source of score error. Formula 6 is essen-
tially a measure of the generalisability to the universe
of raters at the unaggregated level of data analysis.
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To calculate the generalisability to the universe of ratees
at the aggregated (mean score) level, Formula 7 is
used, where:

• �vi=n is the unaggregated item variance divided by
the average number of raters n per ratee
contributing to this variance;

• a�vs is the aggregated average ratee variance; and
• a�vi is the aggregated average item variance.

In other words, generalisability at the aggregated
level of ratee score now includes rater variance to deal
with the uncrossed and fully nested aspects. Evalua-
tions of doctor (ratee) performance based on patient
and colleague rater scores, for instance, are at the
aggregated level. Table 2 contains an aggregated
version of Table 1 and worked examples of Formu-
lae 6 and 7.

Decision studies

In the absence of G, or if the study is unbalanced, the
Spearman–Brown prophecy formula can be used to
determine the number of raters for any given level of
reliability:11

~n ¼ q� ð1� bÞ
b� ð1� qÞ ð8Þ

where ~n is the estimated number of raters (rounded-up
integer), q is the desired reliability level and b is a
suitable reliability measurement, such as intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC; e.g. an ICC of 0.15
would result in 23 raters being required to achieve a
desired reliability of 0.8). The ICC is a more specific
measure of questionnaire reliability than alpha that
checks that raters’ responses are in the same response
range and not just based on simple correlation.

However, an unbalanced, uncrossed and nested
design does not easily fit any of the Shrout–Fleiss12

categories of ICC because of the unbalanced nature
of varying numbers of raters per ratee. Shavelson and
Webb13 provide a formula for calculating a G
coefficient that can also be used for D studies (GD):

GD ¼
�vratees

�vratees þ ð�vraters=nratersÞ
ð9Þ

where �vratees is the variance for subjects (ratees), �vraters

is the rater variance and nraters is the hypothetical

GA ¼
tv

tov
¼ a�vs þ a�vi þ �vr

ð�vi=nÞ þ a�vs þ a�vi þ �vr þ ða�vs � a�viÞ þ ða�vs � �vrÞ þ ða�vi � �vrÞ þ ða�vs � a�vi � �vrÞ
ð7Þ
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number of raters varied to produce different values of
GD. However, Formula 9 does not take into account
either two-level or unbalanced designs in the way that
Formula 7 does.

A further complication is that D studies for varying
numbers of raters (unbalanced designs) have two
applications. First, for the actual study undertaken
and actual average numbers of raters per ratee, what
is the minimum number of raters required to
produce an acceptable G coefficient in that study?
This posterior calculation (D1) is important for iden-
tifying how far to go down the scale of average
responses per ratee in a current study and still obtain
a reliable result. This is different from a follow-on
prior or expected calculation (D2): if the study is
repeated using new raters and ratees, what is the
minimum number of average raters required to
produce a reliable and generalisable outcome, given
what we know already from D1 about the average
number of raters used?

In Formula 10, the posterior D1 calculation is ‘sum-
mative’ in terms of building a coefficient out of the
sum of individual components, where:

• a�vitotal is the total variance across all aggregated
items;

• �vrtotal is the total variance of the average number
of raters per ratee at the aggregated level;

• n and p are the actual average number of raters
per ratee and actual number of items, respec-
tively; and

• l and m are hypothetical and variable numbers of
items and raters, respectively, for determining
the effects on G.

When l = p and m = n, Formula 10 reduces to
Formula 7 for calculating the aggregated G coefficient.

The prior or expected D2 calculation in Formula 11
for subsequently repeated studies, by contrast, is
‘subtractive’ in that it assumes a desirable, idealised G
coefficient of 1 and removes from this the variances
that have been found to already exist:

GD2 ¼ 1� a�vs þ a�vi þ �vr þ �vi þ ð�vi � �vrÞ
ða�vs=kÞ þ ða�vi � pÞ þ ð�vr � kÞ þ �vi

ð11Þ

where the prior generalisability GD2 is the idealised
generalisability 1 minus (the numerator in
Formula 11) the sum of the ratee, aggregated
item, rater, unaggregated item and unaggregated
item-by-rater variance, divided by the sum of (the
denominator in Formula 11):

• the existing average ratee variance divided
by a hypothetical and variable number of
raters k;

• the average aggregated item variance multiplied
by the number of items p to be included in the
questionnaire;

• the effect of k raters at the unaggregated level;
and

• the average unaggregated item variance.

Worked examples of Formulae 10 and 11 are
provided for the case study data (Tables 4 and 5).

CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS

To test the formulae, multi-source datasets from
two unbalanced, uncrossed and fully nested
performance evaluation studies were analysed. The
first dataset comes from a large-scale pilot study
exploring the potential utility of patient and col-
league feedback obtained using questionnaires
developed for the purpose of multi-source feedback
and proposed as a component of the process for
relicensing UK doctors11 (‘GMC study’). Feedback
relating to 309 index doctors was obtained from
4269 colleague respondents using 17 generic assess-
ment Likert scale-based items within a colleague
questionnaire. In addition, feedback on 380 index
doctors was obtained from 13 754 patient responses
using nine generic assessment Likert scale-based
items within a patient questionnaire. Both patient
and colleague responses were available for 291
doctors and these make up the case study. Classical
alpha was originally reported as 0.920 for the
colleague data and 0.898 for the patient data. The
study adopted ICC to predict a minimum of 22
completed patient questionnaires and eight com-
pleted colleague questionnaires, using a desired
reliability of 0.85 and the Spearman–Brown proph-
ecy formula (Formula 8). G coefficients of 0.65 and

GD1¼
a�vsþa�vitotal=lþ�vrtotal=n

ð�vi=nÞþa�vsþa�vitotal=pþ�vrtotal=mþða�vs�a�vitotal=pÞþða�vs��vrtotal=mÞþða�vitotal=p��vrtotal=mÞþða�vs�a�vitotal=p��vrtotal=mÞ
ð10Þ
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0.75, and 0.65 and 0.76, were originally returned for
23 and 36 patient ratings, and seven and 12
colleague ratings, respectively, using Formula 5.

When reliability and G coefficients are re-calculated
(Table 3) for the GMC study using Formulae 3, 6
and 7, the revised alpha formula (Formula 3)
produces lower but acceptable reliability coefficients
(0.85 for colleagues, 0.81 for patients). The original
G coefficients are now shown to have underesti-
mated the generalisability when data are aggregated
to the level of the doctor ratee (now 0.87 and 0.93 for
aggregated colleague and patient data, respectively).
The GMC D1 study (Table 4) indicates, for the actual
study, that at least 12 colleagues and 30 patients are
required for a doctor’s assessment to be reliable at
G = 0.80, given the actual average response rate of 14
colleagues and 36 patients. The D2 studies
(Formula 11), by contrast, predict that, in future, nine
and 16 fully completed colleague and patient
responses, respectively, will be sufficient for

producing an aggregated G of 0.80 (Table 5). In other
words, there is some evidence of over-sampling in the
GMC study, particularly in the case of patients.

The second case study involves a general practitioner
(GP) study using the Colleague Feedback Evaluation
Tool (CFET) and the patient-completed Doctors’
Interpersonal Skills Questionnaire (DISQ) instru-
ments. The data focused on feedback regarding the
performance of UK GPs. This feedback consisted of
1927 colleague questionnaire responses (from an
average of 13 colleagues per doctor) regarding the
performance of 145 index GPs, and 7738 patient
questionnaire responses (from an average of 48
patients per doctor) regarding the performance of
161 GPs. Responses from both colleagues and
patients were available for 124 GPs and these data
represent the case study. The CFET and DISQ
consisted of 17 and 10 generic assessment Likert scale
items, respectively. No previous analysis of these data
has been reported. The results of Formulae 2, 3, 6

†

‡

‡ ¶

¶

†
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and 7 are provided in Table 3, those of Formula 10 in
Table 4 and those of Formula 11 in Table 5, together
with worked examples.

For the GP data, a separate and fully independent
dataset was analysed to provide a validation of D2

predictions in Table 5 (‘Expected Aggregated G’).
The new GP dataset used the same questionnaires
and consisted of 2421 colleague questionnaire
responses concerning the performance of 179 doc-
tors (an average of 14 responses per doctor) and 8784
patient questionnaire responses for these same 179

*

†

‡

¶

†

‡

¶

0.87*

0.93

0.80

0.89
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doctors (an average of 49 responses per doctor). The
unaggregated rater and unaggregated item variances
for the dataset as a whole were first calculated to
preserve the unbalanced and uncrossed aspects of the
validation. Then, for the colleague data, doctors with
12, 13, 14 and 15 responses were extracted and their
aggregated item and doctor variances separately
calculated and inserted into Formula 7. Similarly for
the patient data, doctors with 40 and 44 patient
responses were extracted and unaggregated rater,
item, aggregated item and doctor variances inserted
into Formula 7. The resulting aggregated G coeffi-
cients (Table 6) were almost identical to the pre-
dicted or expected D2 coefficients produced by
Formula 11 in Table 5 for a repeated study. In
particular, the accuracy of the aggregated G coeffi-
cients for 40 and 44 patients provides assurance
that, had there been doctors with 24 patient
questionnaire responses in the validated dataset, an
aggregated G coefficient of about 0.81 would have
been returned, in line with the predicted D2
coefficient.

A similar validation analysis was not possible on the
GMC data because of the lack of a second,
independent GMC dataset. In addition, it was not
possible to extend the GP patient validation as a
result of the lack of doctors with fewer than 39 patient
questionnaire responses and increasingly fewer
doctors with more than 44 patient questionnaire
responses.

Finally, an overall, multi-source G for ratees (Gm
A)

based on their multi-sourced rater data can be
estimated (Formula 12) using a generalisation of
Formula 7. Multi-source brings together into one
dataset the rater data derived from different sources
(e.g. patients and colleagues) for specific ratees
(doctors), thus providing a ‘multi-source feedback’
for those ratees.

In Formula 12 t is the number of sources (t = 2 in the
case of colleague and patient data), and average ratee,
aggregated item and unaggregated rater variances are
summed from each source. The denominator includes
estimates of the error caused by these summed
components. Applying Formula 12 to the GMC study

and GP data resulted in a GMC Gm
A of 0.89 and a GP Gm

A

of 0.80. Whether such a multi-sourced G is anything
more than a statistical curiosity will depend on
further work with multi-sourced professional
assessment data.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

If rater feedback is used to judge doctor perfor-
mance, we must be confident that there is reliability
and precision in raters’ scores as well as sufficient
numbers of raters for ratees. The revised alpha
coefficients (Formula 3, Table 3) for the GMC pilot
data (0.85 and 0.81 for colleague and patient data,
respectively) and the GP study data (0.86 and 0.94 for
colleague and patient data, respectively) indicate that
classical alpha (Formula 2) overestimates the reli-
ability (0.92, 0.89, 0.93 and 0.97, respectively) of
uncrossed and fully nested data by not taking rater
variance into account when calculating internal

questionnaire consistency at source. The precision of
rater scores will actually be lower, raising questions
about the justifiability of any further scrutiny of a
doctor’s performance if only classical alpha is used.

Unaggregated G (Formula 6) returns 0.90 and 0.91
for GMC colleague and patient data, respectively, and
0.82 and 0.88 for the corresponding GP data
(Table 3), indicating that 90%, 91%, 82% and 88% of
variances are generalisable to the universes of the
respective colleague and patient rater domains. In
other words, these are the generalisable percentages
that can be attributed to real differences in the way
that raters see ratees, with the remainder attributable
to item and rater variation.

Table 3 also shows that the GMC pilot data have
higher unaggregated G (0.90, 0.91) than revised
alpha (0.85, 0.81), whereas the GP data have higher
revised alpha (0.86, 0.94) than unaggregated G (0.82,
0.88). This may reflect the fact that the GMC pilot
study contained many more colleague and patient
raters than the GP study and its results are therefore
more generalisable to the universes of colleagues and

Gm
A ¼

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
s þ
Pt
j¼1

a�vj
i þ
Pt
j¼1

�vj
r

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
s þ
Pt
j¼1

a�vj
i þ
Pt
j¼1

a�vj
r þ

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
s

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
i þ
Pt
j¼1

a�vj
s

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
r þ

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
i

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
r þ

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
s

Pt
j¼1

a�vj
i

Pt
j¼1

�vj
r

ð12Þ
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patients. Researchers adopting unbalanced,
uncrossed and fully nested designs will need to be
aware that introducing more raters to raise generalis-
ability may also have the effect of introducing more
item interpretation inconsistency, as well as more rater
variability, leading to lower precision in source scores.

The revised aggregated G (Formula 7), which is the
unbalanced, uncrossed and fully nested version of
classical G, makes it possible to explicitly identify
and isolate variances at the unaggregated and
aggregated levels (both case studies) and so to
generate familiar generalisability estimates at the
ratee level. For the GMC and GP data, the aggregated
G coefficients of 0.87, 0.93, 0.80 and 0.89 (Table 3)
for corresponding colleague and patient data

indicate that 87%, 93%, 80% and 89%, respectively,
of the differences between doctors are attributable to
real differences in the scores received by doctors,
with the rest attributable to rater and item variances
as well as deviations from the average number of
raters per ratee (Formula 7). The two D formulae
(Formulae 10 and 11) allow for experimentation with
variable sample sizes (both case studies) in a way
that is familiar to researchers used to balanced
designs (Tables 4 and 5).

The validation of the D2 predictions on a totally
independent dataset (Table 6) shows that, despite
the different statistical approaches adopted by
Formula 11 (for predicting future G) and For-
mula 7 (for calculating actual G), there is very close

¶

¶
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*

‡

†
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†
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correspondence in the G estimates, indicating that
these formulae are accurately identifying the vari-
ances caused by an unbalanced, uncrossed and fully
nested design. Furthermore, the D calculations in
the case studies indicate that there may be a
tendency to over-sample patients, perhaps in the
belief that patients’ responses are less reliable
(more varied) than colleagues. Table 3 shows that,
on average, patient responses tend to be less
varied than colleague responses (0.14 versus 0.18
for GMC study data, 0.17 versus 0.35 for GP study
data) because of the usual and limited role that
patients have in their interaction with doctors.
Colleagues, however, will have many different roles
and so their responses will vary more. Both case
studies use colleague and patient questionnaires
that measure different aspects of doctor perfor-
mance. For instance, in the GMC study, colleagues
rate aspects such as clinical ability and knowledge,
medical record keeping, supervision and teaching
capability, which may not be measured by
patients, who focus instead on, for example,
communication skills and explanations of
treatment. As multi-source data will typically
evaluate non-overlapping aspects, it is quite possible
that different sources will have their own minimum
sample numbers for the same set of doctors.

In conclusion, the revised alpha and G formulae
introduced in this paper build on classical techniques
but extend them by, firstly, distinguishing between
unaggregated and aggregated sources of error and,

secondly, using the average number of raters per
ratee as a reference point for G and D studies.
Psychometric approaches to assessing doctor perfor-
mance can continue even when the data are unbal-
anced, uncrossed and fully nested, provided that:

1 variances are distinguished by ratings given and
ratings received;

2 such variances are introduced at the right level of
analysis for questionnaire reliability, generalis-
ability and decision studies, and

3 the average number of raters per ratee is used in
calculations for deriving G and D estimates.

These formulae can allow the application of subse-
quent techniques for identifying ‘under-performing’
doctors (e.g. refs.2,11) on the basis that the data are
sufficiently reliable for this purpose at the aggregated
level.
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